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What is FlowTube?

FlowTube is a versatile modular component framework system, made up of steel and aluminium tubes,
rapid assembly steel joints and an extensive range of components and accessories. The system is
designed to suit a wide variety of applications including manual handling, storage, assembly and
manufacturing. It can also be used for display and exhibition stands, and in commercial, retail and
institutional applications.

The System

Tubes are steel pipes, nominally 28 mm in outer diameter,
ABS plastic-coated in various colour finishes, stainless steel
and aluminium.
Joints comprise of interlocking steel bracket components,
clamped over the tubes and fastened into position with captive
nuts & socket head bolts.

Accessories, including roller tracks, castors, hinges, latches
and a wider range of other components fix to the tubular
framework in a simple snap or clip on manner.
Tools required are a saw to cut the tubes, a 5 mm Allen key for
rapid assembly of joints and a measuring tape to ensure solutions are cut and built to size.

Kaizen (Continuous Improvement) Lean Manufacturing & Production

Kaizen (Continuous Improvement)

FlowTube provides maximum flexibility for design solutions with minimum material wastage.
This allows the system to be continually updated, modified and improved in order to improve
efficiency and improve suitability for specific storage requirements, assembly or manufacturing
operations
FlowTube supports continuous improvement in the following ways:
uFast - FlowTube structures are quick and easy to assemble. It requires no special tools
making it ideal for shop-floor changes at point of use.
uFlexible - FlowTube equipment can be rapidly modified to improve ergonomics, add or
remove features or change dimensions for different products.
uMoveable - FlowTube equipment can be mounted on castors so that the work area can be
quickly rearranged for optimal productivity.
uReusable - In the event that equipment must be completely redesigned, FlowTube
structures can be easily disassembled and the parts reused.
Lean Manufacturing & Production
FlowTube enables waste elimination, focussing resources on value added processes,
achieved by:
uSpace saving - solutions are created to maximise storage space and reduce footprint
uTime saving - improve the flow of products, reducing waiting or TAKT times
uErgonomics - designs are tailored towards specific picking or assembly operations
uCost saving - waste is eliminated, defects minimised, production efficiency increases

Design & Assembly Service

Flowstore Systems supports FlowTube in the UK and across
Europe with a Sales Team whosemembers include Kaizen
and Lean Manufacturing experts with experience using the
FlowTube system in the Automotive Manufacturing Industry,
plus a team of qualified CAD Engineers and an assembly
team with safety accreditation and installation experience.

Design
Sales representatives visit site, to discuss, consult and
advise, before offering a FlowTube solution for many material
handling applications.
Sketches, design briefs and site visit notes are developed into
technical drawings, using the latest CAD and design software.

Following an order for a Flowtube designed solution,
customers receive a detailed specification prior to manufacture
and delivery including fully scaled and dimensioned drawings
plus an optional 360° 3D view (using software available as a
free download).

Assembly
Many customers choose to have their solutions delivered fully
assembled. So, following drawing approval, Flowstore will build
the solution in-house and deliver to customer, ready for use.
Some larger solutions are delivered to site partially assembled,
and then assembly completed on site by Flowstore’s
installation team.

What applications can FlowTube be used for?

Flow Racks

Parts Markets

Workstations

Assembly Cells

Shelving

Trolleys

Tool Trolleys

Storage

Display Boards

Custom Solutions

Who supplies FlowTube?

Flowstore Systems Ltd has over 25 years experience
of supplying custom made solutions for storage,
distribution and material handling systems for the UK,
European and Worldwide markets.

What next?

Interested? Contact Flowstore Systems today to book your
consultation.
Our team of lean engineers are highly experienced in applying
FlowTube Kaizen techniques to assembly lines and storage
applications.

We turn ideas into reality, improving
productivity, saving space and enabling
continuous improvement to benefit you,
the customer.
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